TCB EVENTS

JANUARY
TCB TALKS: RETAIL 2030
A candid conversation with experts in the field taking an educated look into the future of the consumer experience, including technology, service and design.

FEBRUARY
BY ALL MEANS LIVE PODCAST
Join us for a live podcast with host Allison Kaplan as she sits down with an influential Minnesota business leader and uncovers secrets to their success.

MARCH
TCB TALKS: GROWTH STRATEGIES
How do you sustain growth and retain employees when you’re in the middle? Join Twin Cities Business for a panel discussion featuring leaders of local middle market companies who offer insights and solutions.

APRIL
TCB TALKS: WOMEN IN LEADERSHIP
Join us as we bring together successful leaders to discuss strategies for increasing the number of women on corporate boards.

JUNE
TCB TALKS: DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
Join Twin Cities Business as we bring together outstanding leaders whose organizations are successfully improving financial results as part of their diversity inclusion efforts.

JULY
MINNESOTA BUSINESS HALL OF FAME
Twin Cities Business inducts five business leaders annually into the Minnesota Business Hall of Fame. These individuals have made lifetime contributions to Minnesota business. Their stories are the centerpiece of the July issue and celebrated at a high-profile awards event.

SEPTEMBER
TCB TALKS: REDEFINING LEADERSHIP
Business leaders in top roles at Minnesota companies talk about bringing fresh perspectives to their respective industries. Discuss how to change and innovate and how to encourage new approaches.

OCTOBER
OUTSTANDING DIRECTORS AWARDS
This program honors corporate directors and contributions made to the companies they serve. Winners are featured in the October issue, and celebrated at an awards dinner.

NOVEMBER
TCB TALKS: BUSINESS OF GIVING
TCB talks to leaders from corporations, foundations and nonprofits about major funding initiatives, philanthropic innovations, and why businesses need to take an active role in addressing social and economic problems in the Twin Cities.

MINNESOTA FAMILY BUSINESS AWARDS
This program celebrates outstanding family-owned businesses and the value they add to Minnesota’s economy and quality of life. Honorees are featured in the November issue and celebrated at an awards dinner.

DECEMBER
PERSON OF THE YEAR CELEBRATION
TCB reveals the Person of the Year along with the 100 People to Know in the coming year. A reception celebrates the Person of the Year and provides the opportunity to meet and mingle with next year’s 100 People to Know.

MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE AWARDS
Manufacturing Excellence Awards will showcase the important role manufacturing plays in our state by recognizing the people and companies moving the industry forward.